
I am watching a documentary about a couple looking for an apartment. They first check one with a view of the sun that has just sat. They then check another one but there is no view there and go to the viewing of a third one. Here one can still see the sun above the sea and they take it.

I am in an art academy and the students tell me to check the journals their classmate has written over the years. I then go inside a booth where they are all being on display and pick one to read. Her calligraphy is not so nice but I can read that she has been in an orgy with four other guys.

I am on a train crossing the alps and check the new industrial area across the river. I then stop in the main office where the principle designer is explaining the prime minister that she has been even thinking on how to position the phones on the desks. As they talk I prepare them a salad.

I am at my mother's place and she shows me the local newspaper. There is a special section dedicated to the building of my museum. In the first article they show the mosaic tags I am planning to install within it and in the following pages there is a picture showing the museum on fire.

I am in my Venetian apartment checking a room with a carpenter. There is only one window on the shortest wall and he tells me to open one on the longest. I then take a big drill and start perforating. After replacing the tip on I manage to go through the wall but I am afraid of the above bricks.

I am at a bus stop with my ex wife and discuss the possibility to make our son going to a school for priests. She then tells me that it is impossible because he would need at least one relative in his family to be in the church. I then explain to her that every third kid in my family was a priest.

I am walking up a long staircase to a villa. My Norwegian friend lives there with his Japanese wife but I am late and they are already walking down with a guest. They then tell me to get some food from the oven and I walk inside but the another guest is sleeping in a bathtub under a bed sheet.

I am in an empty classroom and realize that it has been two years that I have been assigned with a research position. My mandate is coming to an end and I have been doing anything. I then wonder if I even got a salary and realize that the university stopped paying me already after a year.

I am walking through a crowd of young people and realize that my long curly hair must attract the attention of some girls. I realize that I look like an ancient warrior and some girls do start looking at me. I then try to hurry up a staircase and I hold hand to one girl with a pony tale. 

I am in the control room of parliament with my oldest son. I then tell him that I am interested to spot a politician and remember that she is seating in the front row. He then selects the seats to the very left but as we zoom in I recognize that the highlighter pens she uses are more to the right.

I am watching a movie about an Iranian man seating in a prison. A blond sniper comes in to check through a hole if there are any activities on the street below. He then tells the prisoners that they caught him smuggling letters hidden in a book and they want to have the bigger picture.

I am having dinner in a restaurant with my Polish art collector and her rich husband. She then asks me whether I went to the seaside in the weekend. It was very sunny and they did but I actually went up the mountains to work on my installation. She is actually not so interested about it.

I am in a garage filling boxes with food I want to bring to our home. I realize that old family friends are seating in their cars waiting outside and just hurry up to finish packing at least one box. I then load it in one of the cars but there is too space in the trunk and the box can move around. 

I am walking through a forest and reach a small wooden church. It is all broken and I realize that it is orthodox. As I keep walking I see more abandoned buildings on each side of the road. Judging from the style I can tell that they belonged to a Russian community that was relocated.

I am in a working site and ask a Romanian carpenter how long it will take to set up the floors in the scaffolding. He thins only a couple of hours and I ask him if he has a kid back home. He has a son who already works and I ask them to renovate my apartment without being under paid.

I am in an office with another girl and our Chinese boss. He shows us how he has financed a theater festival. Checking out a picture of one of the plays I realize that I have also attended a play with the exact same stage. As the girl and I decide to leave it is very late and we decide to get a taxi.

I am outside my Venetian apartment carrying an old window I found for my bedroom. I also use some keys I found and they work well. Inside my roommates are replacing the lock and I go straight to my room. I want to replace the window but realize I have a beautiful view of the mountains.

I am attending a seminar with three writers who wrote three stories using seven different symbols. The youngest writer explains that it was easy for her to write a story about someone her age but it was difficult to write the other two stories about someone the age of the other two authors.

I am driving on a small back to a highway but realize that I have reached an Israeli city and I should find some free parking. I then try to go to the suburbs but end up driving on a dirt road up a beautiful mountain. The grass is long and very green and there are no signs of sandy areas.

I am with my daughter walking on a street and see a big church. I then think it is worth visiting but as we come near I realize that it has been converted into a shop selling antiques. It is closed but through the window in the middle of the furniture I show my daughter a giant Madonna for sale.

I am in an office with my girlfriend and we decide that we should go back to work. She then makes a phone call to someone who could help but the latter starts talking for a long time. I get to see her curriculum and realize that she has participated to a fashion show every year of the last war.

I am on the medieval wall surrounding my parents city. My dead step uncle has his office there and we discuss about creating a path that connects the various parts of the wall. I am actually using his computer and he needs to do more work so I just let him my place and go for a walk.

I am in a basement waiting for the American president to land with his helicopter. I then call him several times but there is a girl with me who just drove over another girl. She gets to talk to him and ads he lands she operates the other girl. The surgery is successful and I start crying.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house. We actually have guests seating on the opposite side. They are talking with one another and I just start playing basketball throwing the ball over the fridge. I keep on missing but do manage to show off jumping and holding myself up with one hand.

I am in a room filling up a container with the trash I have in a plastic bag. It gets almost full and I realize that it was only paper. I then try to squeeze it down and get at least half of the container free again. I am not satisfied and decide to throw in a liquid chemical to melt all the paper.

I am watching a movie about a woman who goes to a clinic to investigate illegal experiments on non-Aryan people. She is herself non-Aryan but has a badge coming out of her t-shirt showing that she is. To provoke the director she tells him that she wants her Aryan tattoo to be removed. 

I am biking with my best friend through my native town. it is new years eve but everyone is in a lock-down and I only see one guy dressing up a skeleton made of small lights. We are supposed to go up to my parents place and I want to gain some speed but there are too many cars on the road.

I am with my son walking next to a harbour. We are actually on the side of a road that is frozen and I position my camera on a bin to film myself ice-skating. I then get on the ice but realize that it is melting. I pretend that I am skating even though my shoes are getting in the melted snow.

I am on a train with some American guys who wants me to make a movie about them. They then show me how I should hold the camera and come close to their faces. I understand the concept and we get ready to get off but there are too many passengers and I forget the camera on my seat.

I am with two Swedish girls seating on a beach. One of them has dark hairs and tells me that she is living in one of the islands. I then ask her if she can see the water from her place but she doesn't. I then tell them where my previous apartment was and where I later moved in the suburbs.

I am in my oldest son farm and show the house I renovated to two guests. All the wall painting I have done is coming off and they go upstairs even though a bat lives there. I then follow them and we start playing the organ. I only tramp on the pedals while they keep on each of my side to play.

I am with my best friend in an apartment spending the night up watching television. He suddenly brings out two glass horns and filled them with liquor. He knows I do not drink but I anyway take mine and drink it all in one shot. It is supposed to be very strong and he takes small sips.

I am reviewing a movie I sent to my spiritual friend to watch. It shows me going up and down the escalator of a mall. My friend writes me to look more carefully at the girl next to me and I realize that every time the scene changes also the woman changes and I might be mistaken for a pervert.

I am in our Dutch village walking with an Italian girl on the side-walk next to our house. They are changing the pipes underneath it and there are some deep holes. As we walk over therm the girl notices a bucket of paint. I then remind her of a nice hardware store I used to go to in her city.

I am on the ground floor of a villa with my girlfriend but notice that she is actually walking outside with her brother. I then realize that the person with me is another woman and get afraid that my girlfriend might come back. The woman then seats in front of the computer to work on a script.

I am watching a movie about an older girl who brings a younger girl to an hotel room to make love. The former is actually married and her husband is there. She then try to make a threesome together but the guy doesn't want to and the woman regrets she did not make him totally drunk.

I am dancing in a night club and go to seat with my old classmates. I actually don't recognize anyone and notice and blond girl staring at me. I don't know what to tell her and just ask where is another classmate. She doesn't seem to know him and doesn't answer me but keeps on staring at me.

I am in an ancient city with my daughter and realize that it is completely deserted. I actually want to make in the inner castle and try to walk along the walls. There is a staircase and I take my daughters all the way up to find an entrance but we end up in a private apartment with people inside.

I am walking down a corridor filled with junk. As I look if there is anything I need I realize that there is a black dog there to guard it. He is unleashed and I get afraid but then realize that it is just laying on the ground without barking. As I walk next to him to go forward it doesn't even move.

I am on a beach with my oldest son when an old friend with his son come to say hi. The latter holds a clod of earth filled with worms. I then comment about it but his father shows me how they are actually small vipers. He pulls a big one out and I observe it spraying poison and biting his legs.

I am walking with two friends on a beautiful Canadian meadow. It is actually gets quite hilly and we cross several small streams going down to a valley. I know that there must be a river down there and as we go forward we see it next to a road with people inside being pushed by the current. 

I am in the property of my German artist friend and check a barn I told him to renovate. The side walls have large rotating panels and each of them has a person inspecting it. The white colour is falling off and I just tell my friend to paint everything black before the opening of his exhibition.

I am with my best friend walking up a tower. It is very tight and I am also in a hurry to attend a lecture in town. I then tell him to go back down but there are people coming up and it is too tight. I go out from a side door and realize that he started to flirt with a blond woman blocking the traffic.

I am in an American pub and meet with some Italian students. I then tell them that I was also a student there many years ago and give them some advices. As I am about to leave I take photos of them but they keep on moving and one of them with long hairs only show the side of his face.

I am with my kids next to a lake and come close to a fisherman. He wants me to try to fish but I let him do it first. He then pulls up a white flatfish with a human face and starts cutting it up. He also just slaughtered a duck and I ask to take a picture of him. He consents and poses for me.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house building a mask resembling my Neapolitan friend. As I am about to finish it I realize that it doesn't really look like him. He actually comes to visit and I wear it thinking that I did not do a good job but he is really impressed and also wants to wear it.

I am in on a ferry crossing a big river. I have quite some luggage with me and a sailor warns me and the other passengers that there are a lot of passengers waiting to board on the opposite side. I then get ready to get off with all my luggage but there are already people swimming to get on board.

I am in a Japanese museum and a young guide brings me and some other visitors to a new auditorium. We are supposed to occupy one row every two persons but I am in the last to get in and there are only young boys to seat with. As I am about to seat with one I find an empty row for myself.

I am trying to search on the Internet for a new screen that is made of fibers. It is a new product and I want to understand how it works but only find the page that sells it. As I scroll through it I realize that all the adds are promoting porn sites. I then realize I must have some kind of a virus.

I am walking with my girlfriend on a path over a hill. We manage to get high enough to see the sea. Below us is a small bridge that connect us with an asphalted path. I actually just walked there with my oldest son and we walk to it. My girlfriend rushes forward but I want to take my time.

I am in a church talking to the daughter of our Dutch neighbours. As she tells me that she just got a new job I notice that flames are beginning to reach the altar. There is a white cloth covering it and I could rescue it but decide to leave it burning. I then watch it setting fully on fire.

I am seating in the back of an old car with the Nazi leader seating in the front facing me. He is actually broadcasting a speech to the nation and uses a trumpet to announce himself. He then talks about the superiority of the race and then ends the discussion playing a farewell march.  

I am with a Polish girl in the small room of her boyfriend. I then offer to help him and suggest to remove the legs of two blue closets and just hang them instead. I find it a very good idea to make more space but he tells me that he needs to access the closets for his work has a secret spy.

I am in an island walking with some poor people and realize that our ferry is full and it is departing without us. We then let it be and prepare to spend the night on the beach. There is a lot of trash and one guy finds a giant Styrofoam head of a famous actor but he he starts peeing on it.

I am at a fair my spiritual friend suggested me to visit. The most popular stand is a household simulating a computer. A man Is presenting how to dispose files in the trash bin and I get inside to ask him how to send letters. He then shows me that there is a wooden box for all correspondence. 

I am with my mother walking in a mall and see an old lady seating in a cafe calling her. The latter wants her to clean after her but we have no time and keep on walking. On the other side of the cafe is an old man and I realize that my mother is supposed to clean his house but we keep walking.

I am in a playground with my girlfriend and kids. There is a tent nearby and I want us to go in to do a picnic but an Australian family arrives. The woman begs me to let them use the tent and I go forward to find another one but also find a giant shoe with heels to rent in front of a restaurant.

I am in a playground installing a swing I made myself out of wood. On the opposite side is my neighbours' daughter and I ask her if she is happy now that there are more swings. She doesn't seem so but I look at her brother who is also on a swing having fun and tell her that she is wrong.

I am outside my mountain village and talk to the girlfriend of my neighbour's son. Her family is supposed to renovate the apartment and she tells me that they can only do so later in the fall. I then feel worry about it but she also says that they will soon come to see what is to be done.

I am in the field where I am building my project museum and see a van arriving. I first think that it can be some mean hunter but then see that it is a guy cutting grass with a small tractor. I then ask him if he can cut my grass and he starts even though there are iron pieces spread around.

I am in bed with my oldest son next to me. His mother is also on the opposite side and she wakes up. I then get also up and ask him when I can pick him up from school. He then tells me at what time he will be home and I reply that I will be waiting  at his school twenty minutes earlier.

I am in a valley and meet my Polish friend and his Jewish girlfriend after a long time. I actually have my car with me and he asks me if he can drive back with it. I then let him drive but he makes very narrow curves and end up on the sidewalk going along a poor immigrant neighborhood.

I am walking with a student outside of an empty art academy and come to a gate. As we go through it I realize that there is a poster of a company promoting ways to print for blind people. They actually use a nice braille made with transparent dots and I take their contact to also inquire.  

I am in our Dutch house talking to an American guest. I was actually giving a speech once in her city and tell her how I had to go with a colleague to print his business cards . I explain her that we were under an elevated highway just by the river and in the end missed our opening speech.

I am in a small shop trying to select metal pieces for my project. The Chinese owner shows me on type that I can weld on another and a guy next to me says that his father's factory produces them. The Chinese then wants to offer us some chips in his honor but the guy doesn't want them.

I am standing on top of a tree observing the other side of a boarder. There is actually a small fox on another branch and I hold it in my arms. I then realize that his mother is on the other side of the boarder been suckled by his small brothers. I toss the puppy to her and he lands on the grass. 

I am inside a van with my mother driving down a small road next to a factory. It is night time and she wants to back up and park inside so that we can sleep under a roof. As we reach a side-walk we see a blond man and my mother tells me that he is both a worker and the security guard.

I am in a small room at night and wake up. I cannot fall asleep anymore and decide to watch a movie on my laptop. I then start searching for one but there are images of naked women and I hear that my girlfriend is also awake. I then try to turn them off and just hide my laptop on the side.

I am walking with some American girls in a forest and see some giant broccolis stuck up like tree logs on the side of the road. As we are about to approach them three boys reach us with their head also resembling broccolis. I then try to be funny and tell them to go lay with the other broccolis.

I am with an old university friend approaching a residential area. He is actually not surprised to see me after so many years and just want to get in a basketball field. I then look at him skating on the cement but soon realize that he is actually a mermaid and can still slide with his tale.

I am walking with some young recruits up a hill. I then notice a large swimming pool complex that was never finished. Some vandals have detached the scaffolding and part of it has collapsed. Our captain also shows us the changing rooms and some of the recruits even start to shower there.

I am in the underground of a station when an agent tells me to go to another station to check for my Communist art professor. I have no idea where to go and I am about to ask him but then see that there are signs and just follow them. He is also following me and I run up the staircase.

I am in a conference and realize that I am the assistant of a very famous artist. She is actually walking to the stage but then goes back out into the audience to do a performance. I keep on her side and she cuts her left hand. The audience is not so impress so she decides to cut her right breast.

I am in the car with an American rock star and reach his mansion. It is actually an old farm and I should help him with some welding but I get gasoline in my pants and he tells me to let him to it. I then offer myself to make a video of him but we have to wait for his camera to get fully charged.

I am in a station and run up to a platform to get a train. The conductor is still waiting for a few passengers to get in but I am not sure if I have a valid ticket and I just let the train go. I then walk to the end of the platform to ask two ticket controllers if my ticket is valid but they break it in half. 

I am in a room with my Polish friend and his Jewish girlfriend.  I want to go for a walk but they are too busy. She then tries to call one of her American friends to see if he wants to come with me. I hear them joking on the phone quoting an old rock song and I understand that he wants to come.

I am in a villa on top of a small mountain and talk to the owner. He is actually an old English colleague and we walk to the side of the villa where he pees against a tree. We then go back inside where his family is eating breakfast. He has a stepson playing the harmonic and I tell him to inhale.

I am inside an ancient monument with my uncle and realize that homeless could sleep below the arches if there wasn't a gate. He then shows me on his phone a drone view above the monument and I can see my stepsister getting married. I then write to her a message of congratulations. 

I am on a wild beach waiting for my old friends to join me. We are supposed to do a barbecue together but only one of them shows up with his daughter. He then explains that his wife and son are in the city doing shopping and they won't be able to join us. I actually see them hiding in a hole.

I am in a gym training with different machines and decide to finish with some boxing. I am alone but one lady comes with her daughter. She is a princess and tries to use some machines by herself. It is too dangerous and I just go next to her to assist her and suggest her easier exercises.

I am in bed with my girlfriend next to me still working on her computer. I then start to masturbate alone and she tells me to please include her. I touch her breast but she wants more and turns around so that I can make love from behind. As I do so she keeps on working on a spreadsheet.

I am with some bikers describing how beautiful is the coast ahead of us. It is too dark already and two of them decides to go back the opposite direction. There is only one girl left and she starts biking down to the coast but I suggest to go in a tunnel. It is too dark and I turn on her lights.

I am in a small restaurant with my parents and they inquire with my girlfriend how many debts we have. She then says that we are still paying for our trailer but that I am in charge of it. My stepfather than tells us of a family friend who got his trailer converted into a fridge where to keep food.

I am with my oldest son waiting for a bus. There are a lot of people and our tickets are wrong but we are anyway let in. We then stand in the middle pretending to be very tall. As My son goes to chat with the driver I pull out an old bone with some ancient narcotic powder inside.

I am in a condominium and access the apartment of my parents' priest friend. It is empty inside and I am about to go out again when he comes out of the shower. He then feel weird that I have got in his apartment but he is quite okay with it and get ready to go out with a young woman.

I am in a shop with my girlfriend and tell her that I want to buy a new screwdriver even though I have very little money. There are two kinds hanging on the wall and I check the top one that is the best brand. It works even with a battery and there is an external device I can use to plug it on. 

I am under a big gazebo on top of some empty tables. There is actually a restaurant there and I am cleaning even though one family is still eating. I actually hear the man talking elaborately about a conspiracy theory and I seat in front of him to ask him where he learned all this terminologies.

I am flying over a small American river. The water is very clean and I finally reach the place in which it meets the ocean. I then go down to the north side but realize that there is a leopard and I run further north to a house. The leopard follows me and I climb up a bed where a guy is sleeping.

I am in the European parliament and realize that the opposition is made of all my Swedish artist friends. They are against the ruling majority and one of them makes a speech. As he gets immediately objected his friends start shaking their pens making a lot of noise as a sign of protest.

I am walking on a straight road and see a modern church on the opposite side. It is made of many metal strips and I realize that it is just like my museum. I then start to regret that I haven't used stainless steel and that I have been welding the strips too close together unlike in the church.

I am with my son in front of a lake where I wanted to buy a property. I actually decide to explore the opposite side and start walking with him on a ridge. It leads us to a playground and I hear a mother singing a Swedish song in Italian. I had no idea it was translated and ask her about it.

I am outside a modern train station and look for a place where to sit and film it. Students are occupying all the steps and I decide to anyway seat in front of one. She wonders what I am doing and I reply in English. She then tells me that she is Dutch and I try to speak her language instead.

I am at the funeral of the brother of my best friend. The latter is actually reciting poems he wrote on his notebook and I seat behind him crying. I actually have a magazine in my hands and start looking at an issue written about his brother. He also seats with me and realize he was famous.

I am walking on a dirt road with my kids and reach some Chinese tourists. I then start saying to them the few words I know and walk forward but we reach a building with an elevator. As I am about to get in I realize that my youngest son is dressing in a traditional Chinese costume.

I am in the living room of my father's dead mother. There are several old pictures in silver frames and I get closer to look at them. They are pictures taken during the war and I do not recognize anyone. One guy has his Italian name written on his uniform but I also notice the German swastika.

I am having dinner in the villa of a friend. He is making a salad with mozzarella and oranges and I check whether he needs my help. He doesn't and we all seat together when his neighbour arrives. I then joke with him saying that our friend got divorced and that we all have the same name. 

I am in the office of my accountant and he tells me that I shouldn't waste any time to make an appointment with his secretary. He wants me to ensure my drawings and has already allocated a time on his calender. I then tell him that I will do so but realize that they cannot be reproduced. 

I am in my father native village and get in a office where the material for my installation was delivered. There is a man and a woman and I realize that they run a sculptural park. I then ask if they are willing to host my installation there and they really want that but there is no way I can move it.

I am walking through a residential area with a lot of identical condominiums. As I try to get out of it I actually end up inside an apartment. I then try to find the exit and manage to go through a door that is kept unlocked. Outside there is a river walk and I start walking downstream.

I am in an apartment with my girlfriend looking for some pills to keep me awake while I travel across Europe. She tells me that they are dangerous and I decide to leave without them. I realize that we are already quite south and if I start driving I will reach my destination before bed time.


